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What I will be covering…
•

What is Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) and how does it apply
to brownfield and remediation sites?

•

Recognising the potential biodiversity value of brownfield
land

•

The implications of site remediation and restoration for
biodiversity and other environmental receptors

•

Carbon off-setting, public green space, water protection and
other natural capital benefits

•

The brownfield balancing act – when to develop and when
not to?

•

Case studies

•

Q&A
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What is Biodiversity Net Gain and how does it apply to development sites?
“Biodiversity Net Gain is an approach to development that leaves biodiversity in a better state than
before. Where a development has an impact on biodiversity it encourages developers to provide an
increase in appropriate natural habitat and ecological features over and above that being affected in
such a way it is hoped that the current loss of biodiversity through development will be halted and
ecological networks can be restored.”
Environment Act (Nov 21) mandates BNG in England - target of 10% gain for all development

Defra 2019 consultation on Bill proposed exemption for those brownfield sites that ‘(i) do not contain
priority habitats and (ii) face genuine difficulties in delivering viable development’
Now removed…!
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Delivering BNG - Baseline
§ Need a good understanding what exists pre-

development
§ Phase 1 / UKHab survey
§ Defra Biodiversity Metric multiplies area of

each habitat by values of habitat distinctiveness
and condition to produce a figure of preconstruction biodiversity value.
§ Converted into Biodiversity Units (a proxy for

biodiversity value)
Cover of Handbook for Phase 1 habitat survey.
Revised reprint 2010 © JNCC 1993, 2003, 2004,
2007(2), 2010
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Delivering BNG – predicted outcomes post-development
Post-construction biodiversity value is
calculated by multiplying values for:
§ habitat distinctiveness
§ target condition
§ area

Negative multipliers applied for:
§ time to reach target condition
§ delivery risk
§ spatial relevance
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Delivering BNG – the maths bit…
Biodiversity Net Change = After Works Units – Baseline
Units
((After Works Distinctiveness x Condition x Area ) – Baseline Biodiversity Units)
(Delivery Risk x Time to Condition x Spatial Risk)

A 10% increase needs to be delivered
Iterative approach
§

Re-visit the design - can any more habitat be retained?

§

Can we do any more on site to increase biodiversity value?

§

Can we create habitat offsite?

§

Can we pay for an offset?
Image provided by Woodland Trust – trees 18 months after planting
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Recognising the biodiversity value of Brownfield Land
The heterogeneity of these habitats, along
with the relative low nutrient status of the
substrate, means that they hold diverse and
sometimes unusual species assemblages,
particularly for invertebrates.
They are also a refuge for species that
would live in habitats now rare in the
countryside such as bare ground and
flower-rich ephemeral grassland.
The longer such sites are left the more time
nature has to colonise, although
succession does often lead to scrub
dominating.
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Recognising the potential biodiversity value of brownfield land
So, contrary to common perception, brownfield sites can develop habitats of significant value to wildlife – mosaic
of habitats combined with low nutrient status means high species richness - important to recognise this possibility
(can be constraint or opportunity!)
Developing some brownfield sites may therefore lead to loss of
biodiversity – but if mostly hardstanding and little vegetation, biodiversity can be very low – so varies from site to site
If a brownfield site is unsuitable for
development (for whatever reason),
the thin, nutrient-poor soils means
there is the potential to enhance
and/or create biodiversity for offsetting
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Selling Biodiversity Units to other developers, or using
them to offset your own biodiversity impacts on other
sites, can be a cost-effective land use
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The biodiversity implications of remediation and reinstatement
There are various pressures which require brownfield sites to be
actively remediated (e.g. for safety reasons, re-development, cleaning
up potential pollution sources, to make sites safe for amenity and
recreation, etc.)
On those sites where biodiversity is quite high and extensive
remediation is needed, achieving BNG can be challenging…
If expensive remediation is required for development and there is
biodiversity on site, may tip balance away from development (unless
the targeted exemption comes back…)
Balancing the BNG implications and remediation costs against the
development value of the land is key in decision-making
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If not developing, note that reinstating with topsoil and sowing with
vigorous grasses is expensive and misses a trick – better to allow
biodiverse habitats to develop on-site…
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BNG as an Investment Opportunity
•

Restored brownfield land may be more valuable
as a biodiversity offset than returned to
agricultural production

•

One hectare could yield several biodiversity units

•

Market price is around £10,000/BU for a thirty
year contract

•

Potential exists to ‘stack’ income from other
natural capital benefits (carbon offsetting, flood
mitigation, water purification, etc.)

•

Could still use it for turbines, solar, etc.

•

Still own the land 30 years later – naturally
remediated?
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Carbon off-setting and other NC benefits
§ Net zero – tree-planting is obvious, but biodiverse

habitats also sequester carbon…
§ Flood alleviation – holding back water
§ Other natural capital benefits (WQ, AQ, etc.)
§ Societal benefits – local greenspace, recreation,

wellbeing, etc.
§ Where there are clear Routes to Market (e.g. BNG,

carbon off-sets) this can equate to actual revenue

Image provided by Woodland Trust – trees 18 months after planting

§ Can therefore make this a profitable solution, as

well as being good PR!
§ RSK Wilding can help…
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What is the EBN tool and how will it work alongside BNG?
§ Published by Natural England in 2021, the

Environmental Benefits from Nature Tool (EBN) is a
scoping tool that looks to work in conjunction with
Biodiversity Metric 3.0.
§ As an entirely voluntary, decision-support tool, it is not

a requirement for developers, planners, or other
interested parties to use in order to meet BNG
provisions.
§ Instead, it provides a means of enabling wider benefits

for people and nature, by considering the direct impact
of land-use change across 18 ecosystem services.
§ Therefore, it can help inform a higher quality project

design by indicating potential gains or losses in the
supply of ecosystem services over a 1, 10, and 30 year
look ahead.
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EBN aims:
ü Wider Natural Capital
benefits for people and
nature;
ü Minimise any negative
impacts on ecosystem
service provision;
ü More transparent land
negotiation for stakeholders
through indication of gains
and losses;
ü Higher quality project design
for the environment.
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Potential income from ‘good’ restoration...
Creating a BNG, ‘rewilding’ or natural capital vision allows you to
optimise biodiversity, carbon and other natural capital benefits
In this example, the conversion of arable land to biodiverse habitats
would lead to an increase in Biodiversity Units equating to over £4m
over 30 years based on £10k/BU (though would cost to create, of
course):
•

tree planting on existing topsoil is connecting up ancient
woodland and providing carbon offsets;

•

wetland creation is extending existing fen habitat,
providing flood retention and providing carbon offsets;

•

natural establishment of a species-rich mosaic of bare
ground, grassland and scrub on post-industrial soil is
providing cost-effective, low-maintenance biodiversity

•

wildflower meadow creation on thin soils is enhancing
biodiversity whilst also being attractive for people

So, increasing biodiversity can also provide other benefits
13 May 2022
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Case Study 1: Contaminated Lagoons

Before
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Case Study – remediation of colliery lagoons
•

Former Colliery site near Chesterfield

•

Lagoons received water runoff from former colliery
waste + effluent treatment – biodiversity quite high

•

In 2008, Derbyshire CC wished to remediate the site
to return the lagoons to public and amenity use,
whilst also protecting the water environment and
preventing pollutants from leaching out of the site

•

This involved a major landscaping scheme, filling in
most of the open void and restoration back to
amenity grassland

•

Biodiversity Net Gain was not a prime driver at that
time, though ecology was considered – post the
Environment Act, BNG will be an issue
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Outcomes of the remediation project - a lucky accident?
Positives:

Negatives:

•

Successful outcome for protected species

•

Overall loss of habitat diversity and heterogeneity

•

Remediation of contaminants

•

Loss of some woodland, scrub and wetland habitats

•

Prevention of pollution migration

•

Site now safe for public access - large area of
land available for amenity and recreation

•

Establishment of large area of flower-rich
neutral grassland - flower-rich seed rain onto
low fertility soil…
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But, when we applied the Defra Metric, by accident
rather than design we had a NET GAIN in biodiversity
Species-rich neutral grassland scores well in the Metric
But, much better to understand the BNG issues in
advance, and plan the costs and benefits!
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Lagoons – Net Biodiversity increase of 6.76 habitat units = > 10%
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What if we were remediating
this site today?
•

Would use the Defra Metric from the
outset to understand both the constraints
and opportunities

•

Would carry out a cost-benefit analysis to determine the suitability of the site for housing and/or
employment – Cost of remediation? Cost of BNG? Access issues? Viable?!

•

If development is not appropriate, would seek to optimise the value of the land:

•

•

Biodiversity/carbon offsetting without need to remediate?

•

Solar panels/wind turbines/battery storage amongst the biodiversity?

•

Public recreation?

•

Return to agriculture?

So it’s essential to understand all of the constraints and opportunities in light of BNG, natural
capital, renewables, etc.. – each site will be different!
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Conclusions - to develop or not to develop, that is the question…
•

Govt policy promotes development of brownfield over greenfield, but
in biodiversity and natural capital terms, this doesn’t always make
sense

•

Delivering BNG can be challenging when re-developing vacant or
derelict land that has developed significant biodiversity interest over
extended periods

•

Need to understand both the constraints and opportunities in order to
determine the best end use of such land

•

Where housing/employment use is uneconomic (access, remediation
costs, etc.) a natural capital approach may be a good alternative (e.g.
biodiversity/carbon offsetting, renewables, public greenspace, etc.)
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Thank you for your time – any questions?

Jon.davies@rskbiocensus.com

https://www.rskwilding.com/
https://www.rskwilding.com/rsk-wilding-2021/

